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Abstract
In this paper, a enhanced DFT-based channel estimation for OFDM systems is proposed.
Conventional DFT-based channel estimations improve the performance by suppressing time
domain noise beyond the length of the cyclic prefix (CP), so it does not completely suppress
the noise. However, they potentially require information on channel impulse responses and
may also result in mean-square error (MSE) floor due to incorrect channel information such
as channel delay spread. In order to overcome the disadvantage, our proposed channel
estimation can improve the performance by deciding significant channel taps adaptively.
Significant channel taps are detected on the basis of cluster discriminant analysis. Simulation
results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm outperforms the conventional DFT-based
estimation in terms of BER and MSE performance.
Keywords: OFDM; DFT-based channel estimation; CIR (Channel Impulse Response);
cluster analysis

1. Introduction
Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) has many well known advantages
such as robustness in frequency selective fading channels, high bandwidth efficiency, and so
on. OFDM has been widely applied to wireless communication system and broadcasting. For
coherent OFDM systems, a robust channel estimator is required. To achieve this, several
channel estimation methods are studied. In general, The LS estimator is the simplest channel
estimation [1]. The minimum mean-square error MMSE [2] estimator shows good
performance. But it requires knowledge of auto-covariance matrix of the multi-path fading
channels, thus its computational complexity is very high. By partitioning off channel
covariance matrix into some small matrices on the basis of coherent bandwidth, Noh et al.,
[3] proposed a low-complexity LMMSE estimation method. However, the modified LMMSE
methods still have high-computational complexity. For this reason, Zhao et al., [4] introduced
additional DFT processing to obtain the frequency response of LS estimated channel. Dowler
et al., [5] showed the performance of various channel estimation methods and concluded that
the DFT-based estimator can achieve significant performance benefits if the maximum
channel delay is known. Minn et al., [6] improved on this idea by considering only the most
significant channel taps. Similarly, Athaudage et al., [7] proposed a delay spread estimation
method using cyclic prefix (CP) that can be useful to improve the DFT-based estimation. You
et al., [8] proposed a channel estimation method based on a time-domain threshold which is
the standard deviation of noise obtained by wavelet decomposition. The threshold value
becomes a crucial factor, so it is required to find an optimal threshold value to obtain the
desired results.
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By suppressing time domain noise, conventional DFT-based channel estimations improve
the performance. However, they potentially require the length information of CIR. To
compensate for the vulnerability to noise of the LS estimator and increase the estimation
accuracy of conventional DFT-based channel estimator, Fan et al., [9] presented discriminant
analysis for channel estimation in time domain. But, it requested a large amount of statistical
data, which is very difficult to obtain in practice.
Since CIR is not longer than the guard interval (GI) in OFDM system, the CIR longer than
the GI length can be regarded as noise. Removing the noise and identify channel taps from
channel impulse response (CIR), it can be regarded as a problem of pattern recognition. The
cluster analysis algorithm is a classical analytic method of pattern recognition. The cluster
structure derived from clustering techniques is used to distinguish channel taps from the
noise, and it is done on the basis of similarities. In this paper, we propose a modified DFTbased channel estimation algorithm based on cluster analysis to reduce residual noise existing
at the estimated channel coefficients in time domain. Simulation results demonstrate that the
proposed algorithm outperforms the conventional DFT-based estimation in terms of BER and
MSE performance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly go over the OFDM
system model. In Section 3, we provide a review of conventional DFT-based channel
estimation algorithms. A modified DFT-based channel is proposed in Section 4. Simulation
results of mean square error (MSE) and bit error rate (BER) are presented in Section 5. The
final conclusions are given in Section 6.

2. OFDM System Model
We consider an OFDM system that consists of N sub-carriers. And each sub-carrier
consists of data symbol X [ k ] , where k represents the sub-carrier index. The OFDM
transmitter uses an inverse DFT of size N for modulation. Then the transmitted OFDM
signals in discrete-time domain can be expressed as:
x[ n ] 
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Where n is the time domain sample index of an OFDM signals. In order to avoid ISI
caused by multipath channel and consequent ICI, GI is appended to the beginning of the N
sample of IDFT. After passing through a time-varying multi-path fading channel and
removing the GI, one received signal y [ n ] consists of channel distorted versions of the
transmitted OFDM symbols, which is represented by
y [n ]= x [ n ]  h [ n ]  w [ n ]

0  n  N 1.

(2)

Where  denotes cyclic convolution operation, w [ n ] is i.i.d additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) sample in time domain with zero mean and variance  w2 t and h [ n ] is the
discrete-time CIR given by
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Where  l l  1, 2 , , L represents a different path complex gain at  l sample,  l is
integer number normalized by channel delay, which means there is no channel power loss
caused by sampling time mismatch [8] and L is number of multi-path. Usually,  l is
modeled as complex Gaussian processes with Jakes’ power spectrum, and all the delay paths
are uncorrelated to each other. At the receiver, we assume that the guard interval is longer
than the maximum channel delay and the synchronization is perfect. Then, the received signal
in frequency domain can be represented by
Y [ k ]  X [ k ] H [ k ]  W [ k ],

0  k  N 1.

(4)

Where W [ k ] is AWGN samples in frequency domain with zero mean and variances
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[10] and H [ k ] is channel frequency response that is DFT of CIR h [ n ] with

length L and can be expressed as:
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It is shown in (4) that, to detect the transmitted data X [ k ] , the receiver needs to estimate
the channel gain H [ k ] .

3. Channel Estimation Algorithm
3.1. LS Channel Estimation
At the receiver, the received pilot signals are extracted from Y [ k ] . For the pilot subcarriers, the transmitted information X [ k ] is known. Then the channel frequency response in
pilot sub-channels can be estimated by:
Hˆ

LS

[k ] 
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This channel estimation algorithm is called the LS estimator, where K P is the ensemble of
all pilot indexes. The greatest advantage of LS estimation algorithm is its simple structure and
lowly complexity. Since LS does not make use of any channel information. As a result, the
accuracy of this algorithm is limited; LS algorithm is useful when channel noise is small.
The LS estimation has a large MSE, which does not guarantee a satisfactory performance.
The individual MSE of kth sub-carrier [11] is
M S E LS [ k ] 
2
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Where S N R  E [ w [ k ] ] /  w2 f is the average SNR and   E [ w [ k ] ] E [ w [ k ]
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]

is a

constant depending on signal constellation.
3.2. DFT-based Channel Estimation
DFT-based channel estimator is a method for CIR estimation by transforming the
frequency domain estimates into time domain estimates. Since a large number of time-domain
channel power concentrate on a few first samples, the DFT-based estimation reduces the
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noise power that exists only outside of the CIR part. The n th estimated sample of CIR is
expressed as:
hˆ L S [ n ]  ID F T { Hˆ

LS

[ k ]}  h [ n ]  w [ n ]

0  n  N 1.

(8)

Where I D F T {  } indicates N-point IDFT. w [ n ] is IDFT sample of noise, which is also
AWGN because IDFT is a linear transform. The CIR is typically limited to the length of CIR
L which is less than the GI and much smaller compared with the number of sub-carrier N .
Conventionally, the CIR is described as:
0  n  L 1

 ID F T N { H [ k ]} ,
h[ n ]  
0,

L  n  N 1

.

(9)

By using (9) and (8) hˆ L S [ n ] can be divided into two parts: CIR part and noise-only existing
part, then we have
 h[ n ]  w[ n ],
hˆ L S [ n ]  
 w[ n ],

0  n  L 1

.
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(10)

As shown in (9), all CIR existed in the first L samples and other samples are only noise.
Because the L is unknown, by zero-padding for pure noise period, the conventional DFTbased estimator can be expressed as:
 h [ n ]  w [ n ],
hˆ D F T [ n ]  
0,

0  n  L 1
L  n  N 1

.

(11)

From (11), the DFT-based channel estimation is denoted as
Hˆ

DFT

[ k ]  D F T N { hˆ D F T [ n ]}

0  k  N 1.

(12)

In absence of additive noise, it is easy to show that the DFT-based estimator can perfectly
recover the channel frequency response of all sub-carriers. With assumption that channels
have sample-spaced impulse, the individual MSE of DFT-based channel estimation [9] is
given as
M S E DFT [k ] 

N cp



N
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(13)

Where N is the number of sub-carriers and N c p is the length of GI. In this case, the MSE
of conventional DFT-based channel estimation is fixed, even though the real samples are
much smaller than length of GI. On the contrary, if we adaptively choose L as the length of
the present channel, we can expect the better performance. Hence, we propose an improved
estimation algorithm in the next section on the basis of this idea.

4. Proposed Channel Estimation
Usually, the performance of conventional DFT-based estimation depends on the estimation
accuracy of path delay. Instead of estimating channel path delay, we focus on decision the
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significant channel taps with CIR adaptor. There have been some useful threshold values for
the use of noise reduction. Most of them are highly associated with the energy of the noise
added to the signal. One of available threshold values can be determined by estimating the
maximum channel tap’s energy. As shown in equation (10), the estimated channel taps are
composed of the ideal channel taps and the added noise spectrum. Usually, L is an unknown
variable depending on the channel environments? To overcome the weakness of DFT-based
estimator and estimate an unknown CIR that varies according to channel environments, we
focus on determining the significant channel taps with CIR part. In this section, we propose
an improved estimation algorithms based on cluster analysis.
4.1. Cluster Analysis
Cluster analysis is an unsupervised learning method, and a common technique for data
analysis used in many fields. Cluster analysis is the task of assigning a set of objects into
groups (called clusters) so that the objects in the same cluster are more similar to each other
than to those in other clusters. Clustering is based on the core idea of objects being more
related to nearby objects than to objects farther away. A cluster can be described largely by
the maximum distance needed to connect core of the cluster.
In the channel estimator, the LS estimator is subject to noise. To overcome the
vulnerability of the LS method, our research is concerned with noise suppression in timedomain. We suppose that the duration of the CIR is shorter than the GI. It means that the
length L of CIR is shorter than the length N C P of CP and much shorter compared with the
number of sub-carrier N . Whereas the noise term w [ n ] in equation (8) is represented in the
whole time domain. Consequently, while N C P  n  N  1 , the element of hˆ L S [ n ] in equation
(8) are all to be handled estimation noise, and all of these elements are regarded as noise
cluster. From these date sets, the core w of noise cluster can be calculated by the following
equation:
w 

1
N  L

N 1



hˆ L S ( i )

(14)

i L

The cluster function can be got from calculating the max distance rw between hˆ L S [ n ] and w
in the region N C P  n  N  1 . It can be used to identify the channel taps and noise in the
interval 0  n  N C P  1 .
The process consists of the following steps:
Step1: Compute Hˆ L S [ k ] from the equation (7);
Step2: Compute hˆ L S [ n ] from the equation (8).
Step3: In the region N C P  n  N  1 , calculate the core w , find the absolute maximum
value hˆ n o is e _ m a x r e a l of real and hˆ n o is e _ m a x im a g of imaginary part of CIR, separately.
Let hˆ L S [ n ]  0 .
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Step4: Let h n o is e _ m a x  hˆn o is e _ m a x r e a l  i * hˆn o is e _ m a x im a g . Computer the cluster threshold
function rw  h n o is e _ m a x  w
hˆ L S [ n ]  w  rw

identify the noise in the region 0  n  N C P  1 . If

, hˆ L S [ n ]  0 .

Step5: Take FFT of the resulting of step4.
We name our method as Cluster analysis channel estimation based on DFT, and it can be
abbreviated as DFT-CAT.
The individual MSE of kth sub-carrier is:
M S E DFT [k ] 

L



(15)
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5. Simulation Results
In this section, we performed computer simulation to investigate the performance of the
two proposed channel estimation algorithms. The MSE and BER performances are examined.
The simulations are concentrated on comparison between LS algorithm, conventional DFT
algorithm and both of the proposed algorithms. Let us briefly refer to the main parameters in
the OFDM system that we consider. An OFDM system with symbols modulated by 16-QAM
is used on multipath channels. The system bandwidth is 20 MHz, and the carrier frequency is
2.4 GHz, maximum Doppler frequency shift is 132Hz, the number of sub-carriers is 128, and
guard interval is 7.8125 kHz. Unit delay of channel is assumed to be the same as OFDM
sample period. Thus, there are no power losses caused by non-sample spaced. Moreover, we
assume that channels are static over one OFDM frame, and there are no synchronization error
and no frequency offset at the receiver.

Figure 1. Comparison of the BER Performance
BER is used to measure the signal detection, which is the number of bit errors divided by
the total number of transferred bits during a studied time interval. It can be counted in the
simulation. Figure 1 shows the BER performances of the conventional DFT, the LS method
and the proposed methods.
Through the comparison of the BER performance of three algorithms from Figure 2, with
the increase of SNR, the bit error rate of the three kind algorithms are all gradually reduced.
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As shown in Figure 1, the DFT_CAT algorithm outperforms the existing methods. In the
same SNR, the proposed methods are superior to the Conventional DFT.
Figure 2 shows the MSE of the channel estimation as a function of SNR for the three
algorithms. Observe that the computer simulation is well verified by the theoretical result.
The curve of the proposed algorithm has a fluctuation in the low signal to noise ratio. Because
in the low SNR case, the noise of the CIR is similar with the channel of CIR and is difficult
discriminate, thereby lead to error discriminate analysis.

Figure 2. Comparison of the MSE Performance

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a noise-robust channel estimation method for OFDM systems
based on cluster analysis. The estimated channel by the proposed method works as precisely
as the known channel in terms of the BER. Adopting the proposed method in OFDM systems,
we may effectively reduce estimation noise. It does not make MSE floor in any channels
contrary to conventional DFT-based method. The simulation results show that the proposed
algorithm can significantly reduce the MSE. In the future, we will increase the accuracy in the
low SNR.
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